Guardman TC-102S
Remote control locking system
The Guardman TC-102S locking system is one of the most
innovative locking system in the world ever develop by a group of
professional electrical and mechanical engineer together with

locks smith. This locking system is so robust and elegant that it
can be used in any kind of interior deco. This lock can be install
on wooden, metal and even glass sliding as well as swing door.
As the Guardman TC-102S uses a remote control to open and
lock the door, thus it is very convenience to open the door even from
a distance. Guardman TC-102S can be install together with any home
automation system. It truly is one of the most innovative systems in
the world
Secure:
With wireless remote control type employed, Guardman TC-102S
virtually impossible to penetrate because there are not key hole or
perception gadget exposed on the outside of the door. (The remote
control system are embedded with 3.2 billion secret codes)
Convenience:
The one touch remote control makes it easy to open and shut the door
anywhere inside and outside the home. This is convenience especially
at night and when carrying goods. Also it is very convenience for
children, elderly and handicap to operate the system.

Assurance on the locking system
In the event of flat batteries the lock will give
out a buzzer sound 5 times. If nothing is done
to replace the batteries the buzzer can continue
to sound for 20 days before the batteries
expires. During this time the lock can still be
used. Once the 4 batteries are totally flat. The
internal battery will be on standby to allow the
lock to open 1 time only and cannot close again
until the batteries are replace.

Economical:
First in the world, Guard man TC-102S can be install on both right
and left hand doors. As the system is easy to install it can be detach
from one door and move to another door without a locks smith or
carpenter.
Reliability:
Guardman TC-102S was awarded the Korean patent (No. 263981) In
addition it also secured the C.E mark for exporting to Europe.
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Description
Model
Colour
Power source
Remote control distance
Low voltage detection
Remote Controls
Provided
Specification
Temperature
Warranty
Material
Remote duplication
Keyhole exposure

Specification
TC-102S
Titanium
DC 6V AA (Batteries)
25 metres
Time to replace batteries
4 each PC 12V A27 (6 to 10 can be
added)
96.5(W) X 200.5(H) X 45.5(D) mm
30 to 70 degree C
12 months from date of purchase
Aluminium Casting
Impossible
No exposure what so ever out side door

Distributor
Securitex Electronic Systems Engineering
Block 9010 Tampines St 93 #04-145 Singapore 528844
Tel: 65-67852171 Fax: 65-67863351
http://www.securitex.com.sg

Guardman TC-102S accessories
The above locking system can be used
together with access control system for added
security. It can also be interface to home
automation system.

